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About This Game

Yes, this is your grandfather's Creeper World.  Now on Steam and with updated unit graphics!

Imagine an enemy that is everywhere and moves like a giant, organic mass across the map.
Imagine your base and your people surrounded by a blanket of crushing destruction from all directions. Your only hope, well

what hope?
Then you take the high ground and pound this enemy into oblivion. You've saved the day just so you can do it again and again.

Do you have what it takes to save your great city and all of history?

The Anniversary Edition includes new and shinier unit graphics, increased resolution background images, and the same
awesomely high ration of strategic depth to game complexity.
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Title: Creeper World: Anniversary Edition
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Knuckle Cracker
Publisher:
Knuckle Cracker
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Dual Core 2Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space
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This is a tower defense game with a different twist, the enemy is just a (generally) physics-correct liquid.

Now, to be fair, I played Creeper World 3 first so there were some things that I was expecting that weren't in this game. That
said, this game was quite good. I played through the campaign and it frustrated me that I didn't have access to reactors until so
late in the campaign, though it does tend to make the game a bit more trivial once you get them.

I think it's definitely worth a play, especially if you haven't played later iterations of the series yet. It's a great series, the
campaign is fun, and I definitely recommend for people who are either fans of TD and looking for something a bit new or
people who are interested in trying their first TD game.. Loved the third game, and was super excited to find the first one
getting rereleased on Steam as well. It definitely holds up!!!!. surprisingly good.. such a deeply complex wonderful game..
Creeper World: Anniversary Edition is not just a fun strategy/tower defense type game. It is a true 'indie gem' that checks all the
boxes!

If tower defense or RTS games appeal to you, then you would likely be interested in trying Creeper World. The learning curve is
a little steep at first, but by the time you make it through the story mode you will be a master of strategy. The flexibility of
strategy in this game is especially appealing, and the variety of maps will ensure that no player gets bored on the way to 100%
completion (20 hours for me, and I enjoyed every minute).

Here's the kicker: I got this amazing game on sale for $0.79 - this is simply one of the best buys out there and worth getting for
great strategic fun, to support a cool indie developer, or to just check out what may be one of the best value games on Steam.
I'm very happy I gave Creeper World a try!. JSantos approves.
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well im sad i didint know about this sooner, done with the main story and there is still content. does tower defence RTS sound
fun to you? if so get this game.. I bought this game just because wanted to play the version 3.
But I really liked this. Worth every second I spend on it.
Have a nice story and a great and simple gameplay.. Came to this game after loving CW3 and I am not disappointed.

Very fluid, bug free and polished game.

Time to go on to CW2.. I've played way too much CW3 to be able to be objective about those games. But to sum things up they
are strategic, tower defense-ish mechanics focusing on area control and will punish you if you try to do too much at the same
time. It is a very interesting balancing act in prioritizing economy vs towers. The game play is very original but the UI and
graphics are old and outdated.

If you are new to creeper world, get CW3 instead. It is more of the same but objectively better in all areas and has more content.
Story might be a reason for starting with CW first, but personally I never cared for any of the story and skipped it all.

I do however think the CW tutorial is better. Actually CW is almost like the tutorial to CW3. Both in terms of difficulty and
amount of content.

If you have already seen everything there is to see in CW3, then this game is like a study in how the game has evolved
(surprisingly little!), but it's also much easier and will not give you much of a challenge. 100% achievements took me 24h.
Better players can without doubt cut that time in half, and with the amount of optimization those games offers, I'm assuming
speed runs could get it down to less than an hour.

I avoid to mention CW2, because I consider it a unique entry in the series and can stand on it's own legs, and doesn't benefit as
much from a comparison.

Pros:
Hey, it's creeper world. Go get it.

Cons:
I think any complaints you see is about those games mentions that each map plays out similarly once you reach a certain point of
energy production. I think of it as a game characteristic more than a bad point.. This is a tower defense game with a different
twist, the enemy is just a (generally) physics-correct liquid.

Now, to be fair, I played Creeper World 3 first so there were some things that I was expecting that weren't in this game. That
said, this game was quite good. I played through the campaign and it frustrated me that I didn't have access to reactors until so
late in the campaign, though it does tend to make the game a bit more trivial once you get them.

I think it's definitely worth a play, especially if you haven't played later iterations of the series yet. It's a great series, the
campaign is fun, and I definitely recommend for people who are either fans of TD and looking for something a bit new or
people who are interested in trying their first TD game.. JSantos approves.. I came to the series because I got Creeper World 3
on a cheap sale due to its overwhelmingly positive rating, and I loved every second of it. It easily became one of my favorite
games, but since I am not reviewing Creeper World 3 but the first one, I probably should start talking about this one instead.

So what is it? Creeper World 1 is pretty much a RTS in which you fight a liquid. The game is based on a top down topographic
map and your enemy behaves like Liquid. There are spawners on the map and they keep spawning the liquid and the liquid will
propagade like liquid. This means it will fill holes before it can move forward, and it will need to fill an entire depth level before
it can pass onto the next level. And you? Well you are tasked with stemming the tide. You will fight with Blasters, Mortars and
all sorts of other weaponry against an ocean, while at the same time competing with the enemy for land, as the only way you can
generate energy (and with Energy you create ammo) is by covering parts of the map with generators. These generators will use
the area to gather particles, which then will feed your base.

Your base is your main hub, it generates the 3 resources, based on the particles your collectors collected. And you will need to
build the infra structure to supply your guns, gather more particles and complete various objectives.
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Admittedly Creeper World 3 is the more pretty game, but this one does have the same gameplay as the 3rd, and that makes it
instantly to one of my favorite games. There is something about it, when you see how the tide slowly raises and you are
scrambling to build that mortar with which you can punch a deep hole into the ocean of blue goo that is about to drown you.

The missions themselves range from easy to progressively harder. Some of them need you to prioritize several aspects and
sometimes you end up looking at a problem thinking “okay, how am I gonna get down onto that level?” And then you try a few
solutions and workarounds... and eventually you succeed or fail.

The Artstyle of the game might be simple, and when you are close to completing the mission your network will remind you
probably more of a circuit board than an actual war machinery, but in its simple beauty its quite an interesting game.

I can only recommend picking the game up.
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